Student Comments

Courses

- Good to decide on major early.
- Need a Geology writing course.
- A one credit “Field Drawing” course would be good.
- Mineralogy labs better than lecture.
- Include how to write research proposals in a writing course.
- Having lots of writing assignments in courses is good.
- Repetition of material in some courses is good.
- Geology courses do not require too many field trips.
- Geophysics equipment used in courses is outdated (resistivity unit is OK).
- Would like to use XRD and XRF instruments in Mineralogy course.
- Some field camp projects (particularly last project) need to be better directed by faculty.
- Start math courses early and do not take a break!
- Chemistry lectures are OK.
- Chemistry labs are not very useful.
- The Chemistry prerequisite really didn’t help the Mineralogy course.
- Chemistry prerequisite does help with Geochemistry.
- English 2010 is worthless.
- Physics labs are terrible.
- Physics courses are OK.
- Perhaps take Gen Ed courses online.
- GIS much more useful than computer science classes.

Computers

- Trouble with printing in Oldham computer lab (G207)

Miscellaneous

- Good to have a group study area other than G207 (note that G413 is usually available).
- Few students participate in Geo Club.
• Geo Club should plan some fun collecting trips.